
 

 

 
 

York North Yorkshire and East Riding Local Enterprise Partnership Board Meeting 
22 March 2019   

Askham Bryan College, York YO23 3FR 
10.00-12.30 
AGENDA 

 
 

Item Title of Item Enclosure Lead Timings  

1. Welcome to Askham Bryan  CD 10.00 

Part 1 -  Standing Items  

2. Apologies for absence  DK  

 

10.10 

 

3. 
Minutes of the Last Meeting – 25 January 
2019 

1 DK 

4. Matters Arising- action plan 2 DK 

5. Board Declaration of interest 3 DK 

6. Registers of Interests – updates  DK 

Part 1 – Board Updates  

7. 

End of Year Performance Papers  

Business and Skills Board  

Infrastructure Update  

 

4 

5 

 

AJ 

AL 

 
 
10.20 

8. 2019/2020 Delivery plan  6 AG 
 
10.35 

Part 2 – Additional Papers 

9. 
LEP review and  

Local Industrial Strategy Development 

7 
8 

DK & JF 10.45 

10. Chairs Update  DK  12.15 

11.  Date & Time of Next Meeting  DK  12.20. 

12. Any Other Business   DK  12.25 

Part 3 – Confidential Items (these papers are to be circulated at the meeting and 
returned) 

 

13. No Papers    

Time certain finish 12.30pm 

 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 

Meeting Date Venue 

17 May 2019 East Riding College Flemingate Centre, Armstrong Way, Beverley  
HU17 0GH 
 

26 June 2019  
Full Day  

Annual Conference- FERA National Agri-food Innovation Campus, Sand 
Hutton, York YO41 1LZ 

20 September 2019 
York College   

York College, Sim Balk Lane, York YO23 2BB 

22 November 2019 
 

FERA National Agri-food Innovation Campus, Sand Hutton, York 
YO41 1LZ 
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York, North Yorkshire & East Riding Local Enterprise Partnership (The LEP) 
Date of meeting 25 January 2019 

Pavilions Harrogate. 
 
MINUTES OF MEETING 
 
PRESENT 
David Kerfoot (DK) Kerfoot CS 
Dr Ruth Smith (Dr RS)         PM Management Consultants 
Colin Mellors (CM) Higher Education 
Peter Emery (PE) Electricity North West Limited 
Jane Lady Gibson (JG) Make it York 
David Dickson (DD) Family Business Matters Limited 
Catherine Dixon (CD) Askham Bryan College 
Sam Alexander (SA) Your Consortium LTD 
Cllr Carl Les (CL)           North Yorkshire County Council 
Cllr Jonathan Owen (JO)          East Riding of Yorkshire Council 
Cllr Derek Bastiman (DB)         Scarborough Borough Council 
Cllr Richard Cooper (RC) Harrogate Borough Council 
Cllr Ian Gillies (IG) City of York Council     
 
 
IN ATTENDANCE 
Richard Flinton (RF) North Yorkshire County Council 
James Farrar (JF) LEP Chief Operating Officer 
Sarah Barkey (SB)                        LEP Secretariat 
Annabel Jelley (AJ) LEP Secretariat 
Andrew Leeming (AL)  LEP Secretariat 
Aissa Gallie (AGa) LEP Secretariat 
Caroline Arkwright (CA) BEIS  
 
APOLOGIES 
Richard Shaw (RS) Ellis Patents 
Karen Stanton (KS) York St John University 
Cllr Mark Robson (MR) Hambleton District Council 
 
 
 
1.0 Chairman’s welcome.  

 
Part 1- Standing Items and Board updates 
 
1.1 The apologies were noted- apologies were received from RS, KS and MR 
 
1.2. Minutes of last meeting: Agreed 
 
1.3. Matters arising- all signed off. 
 
1.4. Board Declaration of interest- IG York Enterprise Zone, RF and CL Directors of Nynet. 
 
1.5. Register of interests- updates- None to update. The revision of the RoI has to be 
completed by the end of March.  
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1.6. Assurance Framework Sign off - JF introduced the paper.  Veritau NYCC auditors 
have given the LEP the highest ranking. The deep dive that BEIS undertook last year has 
also given us the highest ranking. 
 
GF said that the section 151 officer role was very low maintenance, the LEP is very well run 
with a good approach and there is a very positive relationship between the LEP and NYCC.  
Confirming that the assurance framework helps with the transparency and the decision 
making. 
 
GF read out the statement that the accountable body had submitted to the Annual 
conversation Michael Leah works for the accountable body. The contact with the LEP chair 
works well and is minimal. If there were any issues GF would make the LEP aware. 
 
DK explained that last year there had been a meeting with 20 LEPS and a number of LEPs 
didn’t want to disclose their level of performance. DK is very pleased with our governance 
performance, as we are one of the top performing LEPs.  
 
The board noted that this level of Assurance performance doesn’t happen overnight and 
would like to thank NYCC and the LEP secretariat. It was suggested that the statement from 
the annual conversation be used for the merge negotiations. All LEPs have to be complaint 
by the 31 March 2019.GF confirmed that the level of independence with NYCC is spelt out. 
NYCC don’t meddle with decisions. Officers work well as they are very knowledgeable on 
both sides, which means issues are swiftly dealt with. .JF confirmed that RS is be our 
diversity Champion. 
 
Recommendation- The board approved the nomination of Ruth Smith as LEP Board 
Diversity Champion and the revised YNYER Assurance Framework. 
 
 
1.7 Nynet PS introduced his presentation. This has been forward to the board.  
PS explained the Gigabyte Scheme for companies which is available from the Government, 
West Yorks have been pushing theirs well.  
 
East Yorks confirmed they are at 96% take up, the last three to four percent is very hard to 
reach. 
 
PS confirm that work had been done on the prices to reach the hard to reach areas it is 
around £330 for a premise, the price for the hard to reach areas has plateaued  The LEO 
system is still a few years ago.  
JG suggested that instead of looking at the % of household we need to think about visitor 
numbers as there are visitors that can’t get connected. PS confirmed that there a large 
number of public space wifi and along with for 4 and 5G there aren’t many not spots.  
 
The reliability to run a business can be an issues, PS confirmed the number of outages is in 
single figures a month. RF confirmed that the reliability on phase 3 Is better as fibre to the 
door. The money that NYCC has made from Nynet is ploughed back in to Nynet.  
 
IG confirmed that there were villages around York are falling between the two stools of Rural 
and Urban. CD confirmed that Askham Bryan had this issue. PS confirmed this would be 
ideal for the gigabyte scheme.  
 
DK thanked PS for his presentation. PS thanked the LEP for their support.  
 
1.8 LEP Review – JF introduced the paper. 
 
DK confirmed that the first transitional Group meeting had been very positive and the idea of 
forming a super LEP. Explaining that we should consider a rural, coastal and city, the LIS 
deal should be inclusive. 
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The terms of reference have been agreed and the Chair will be rotated. We are creating 
something new and different taking best practise from each LEP.  
 
At present the final decision making is taken by WYCA as the accountable body. The LEP 
secretariat are also WYCA staff meaning that they are not independent of the accountable 
body. As LCR staff are also WYCA staff the question is if they are impartial, the secretariat 
should be separate. 
 
The name should be simple and this and other issues will be discussed at the 5 February 
Transitional Group meeting. The officers are working on different workstreams and JF 
attended a meeting yesterday between both LEPs.  
 
JF confirmed that officer relationships were very good and there was a meeting of minds. 
The business support agenda will work on a larger scale. The ambition is to be bigger better 
and more innovative.  
 
We agreed of all of the elements of the LIS for rural, coastal and urban. We are looking at do 
we put place at the top or skills first and then place under it? Place seems better at the top. 
 
JF explained that there had been discussions on the decision making processes of both 
LEP’s .With NYCC this is devolved to professional officers (goes to NYCC prior to LEP 
board sign off), LCR all decision go investment committee to be signed off by politicians, 
(goes to LEP board then signed off by WYCA). This is a key relationship that needs 
discussion. LCR aren’t wanting to devolve back. JF asked the board if they felt decisions 
needed to be signed off by politicians. RC responded that you have to be very confidant as a 
politician to overturn an officer’s decision. 
 
One of the key concerns for North Yorkshire is that WYCA aren’t the accountable body, 
North Yorkshire could become an associate member. We also need to look at the 
relationship with the Dales and the Moors.  
 
WYCA also would like to have Leeds in the name. JG commented that Sheffield City Region 
is known as Sheffield and the word Yorkshire hasn’t been used. IG said that Leeds shouldn’t 
be in the title. 
 
CL was disappointed that the first meeting had not been prior to Christmas and that LCR 
wanted all the meetings in Leeds, the second meeting is now in York. He thought the 
meeting had been positive and didn’t feel as though it was a takeover, if we say a merge that 
would be satisfactory, CL would like it to be something new using best practise from both 
sides. 
 
CM said that discussions had honesty and positivity, this boards first choice was to stay as 
we were, the second is to become York City region and the third is where we are now. There 
were somethings that weren’t discussed. We are very lucky to have DK as our chair. Roger 
Marsh was surprised to hear that there was a concern that this was a LCR takeover.  
 
IG explained to the board that CoYC had asked to join the transitional sub group as they are 
the only Upper tier authority in the area and works with both LEPS. IG also confirmed that for 
York there is no Plan B, they will go with LCR. IG said he was grateful for the hard work the 
transitional board has put in. WYCA/ LCR is difficult due to one set of politicians.  
 
DK explained that he would like working guidelines from the board.  
 
The board agrees that Place needs to be first. 
 
DB not happy with LCR decision making as LEP decisions aren’t political. CM noted that due 
to scale decision making works well for both areas. RC had no concern on the sign off of 
decisions and doesn’t think that Politicians signed off the decisions is an issue.  
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DB Not happy with political numbers on the board. 
 
CD asked about the Government guidance on being a separate entity, JF explained it was a 
little vague around combined authorities with Mayors and geography, LCR has no Mayor 
and the geography doesn’t match. DK quoted what the LEP review on being independent, 
confirming that government is committed to that guidance.  
 
DK confirmed that there are four others LEPS not sorted out with their geography.  
 
SA stated that we started with Governance, do we know how LCR did with their Annual 
conversation and if they had a deep dive last year. JF confirmed that he didn’t know if LCR 
had a deep dive and the outcome from this year’s annual conversation.  
 
JG asked who is the final arbiter of this decision, DK confirmed that Stephen Jones (civil 
Servant) is. 
 
DK confirmed that the 5 February will be debated out and we will know where we are by the 
end of the meeting.  
 
It was noted that the new LEP can’t continue with the same Chair and Chief Executive 
officer. This needs to be a new entity with a new Chair, Chief Executive and Board. There 
needs to be a new culture for the new LEP, if we had time we should start with a fresh piece 
of paper. We need to be new and not one or the other.  
 
RF explain that the independence of the secretariat has to be in tune with the coastal and 
rural agenda’s. Don’t design for day one as a permanent solution, a separate team could 
work on this? 
 
PE agree with a lot of what has been said, in his role for Electricity North West, he deals with 
Greater Manchester, Lancashire and Cumbria and has a differing working model for each. 
We need to look at the name and the first principles import. The transitional group needs to 
be in the shoes of businesses, what do stakeholders want? How does it look if we are tied 
into WYCA if you are geographical in North Yorks? We don’t have a plan B 
 
DD said that going forward to 2020 we don’t want to lose any businesses. Decisions made 
about businesses by a business backed board can’t be overruled by a politicians. Decisions 
made centrally don’t work for all  
 
DK thanked the board for the discussion and asked them to trust in the Transitional sub 
group to take the points forward to the next meeting. Following that we should know where 
we are. There might be a need to call an emergency board meeting if needed.  
 
Recommendation:  The board noted the progress and support the transition process. 
 
 
1.9 Infrastructure and LGF Update paper – AL Introduced the paper. The board 
commented on how useful the map was. The issues with the Harrogate rail line were 
discussed, AL confirmed that there will be a paper going to the February Infrastructure 
board.  
 
Recommendation:  Infrastructure – the board noted the progress made against the 
Infrastructure Delivery Plan objectives. 
LGF- the board noted the progress to date. 
 
 
1.10 Business and Skills Update- JF introduced the paper commenting that AJ’s teams 
have had a fantastic year. AJ said she was looking forward to the change of structure and 
thank RS for his help with this.  
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JG commented on Grow Yorkshire and how this needs to link in with our strategy and to be 
used for delivery for rural areas, to get money out to businesses and to get back to basics. 
We should focus on this for the new LEP. JF confirmed raised an interest in Grow Yorkshire.  
Recommendation: The board note the changes and progress on performance. 
 
1.11 LEP Assurance Update (Governance and Finance) – JF introduced the paper.DK 
asked a thank you to AGr for all of his work and detail on assurance be minuted.  
 
Recommendation: The board noted the contents of the paper. 
 
 
1.12 Communication Update- AGa introduced the paper. DK commented that this is one of 
our most improved areas, thank you AGa. JG explained that Make it York had had a 
conference yesterday, with a speaker from Copenhagen who spoke on the importance of 
place.  
 
Recommendation:  The LEP Board are asked to note progress against the 
Communications plan. 
 
2.13 Chairs Update- the Annual Conversation went well the conversations were robust in 
nature. The second Jake Berry / NP11 dinner is going to be in our area. The second LEP 
chairs with the Prime Minister is next Tuesday and I will be attending. The PM sets the 
agenda.  
 
2.14 Date and Time of the next meeting- this will be the 22 March 2019, Askham Bryan 
College Askham Bryan, York YO23 3FR 
 
 
2.15. AOB- None 
 
The meeting closed at 12.28.  
 
Signed Off  
  
 
 
David Kerfoot 



Action No Date of meeting Title of action Owner
Expected date of 

completion
Status Comments Review Date

67 18 May 2018 Unimplimented planning permissions AL On going In progress 17 May 2019

68

69

70



 



Meeting Date Board member Declared interest

17/03/2017 Jane Gibson SIAF project.

19/05/2017 Jane Gibson SIAF project.

19/05/2017 Jane Gibson ESIF

19/05/2017 Colin Mellors ESIF

19/05/2017 Colin Mellors Regional Flood Committee

16/09/2017 Jane Gibson SIAF project.

16/09/2017 Jane Gibson ESIF

16/09/2017 Jane Gibson Cultural Regeneration Fund

16/09/2017 Jane Gibson The Bio Paper

16/09/2017 David Dickson The Bio Paper

16/09/2017 Keon Lambert The Bio Paper

16/09/2017 David Kerfoot the Environment and the Economy paper

17/11/2017 Richard Flinton Nynet

17/11/2017 Cllr Les Nynet

17/11/2017 Jane Gibson Cultural Regeneration Fund

17/11/2017 Richard Flinton Cultural Regeneration Fund

17/11/2017 Jane Evison Cultural Regeneration Fund

17/11/2017 Cllr Les Cultural Regeneration Fund

23/03/2018 Jane Gibson SIAF project.

23/03/2018 Cllr Gillies TfN

23/03/2018 Colin Mellors University of York

18/05/2018 Jane Gibson Make it York organising the LEP AGM

18/05/2018 Sam Alexander ESIF

18/05/2018 Catherine Dixon Askham Bryan College

16/11/2018 Cllr I Gillies York Central Enterprise Zone
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ITEM    
York North Yorkshire & East Riding 

Local Enterprise Partnership 

 

LEP BOARD 

 
MEETING DATE:    22 March 2019 
REPORT PRESENTED BY:  Annabel Jelley  
TITLE OF PAPER:   Business & Skills Update 
 
 
 
 
1.0 Purpose of the Report 

To summarise changes and performance of the business and skills team. 
 
 

2.0 Business Team 
 
2.1 Changes to the LEP Business Team have been consolidated in recent weeks. 

It was initially envisaged that the LEP secretariat skills and business team 
would become one. However, due to the need for the secretariat to reflect our 
agreed Governance Framework in which the Business Board and Skills and 
Employability Board have separate responsibilities, it was decided that they 
should remain distinct.  

 
2.2 The Skills and Employability Board will continue to be managed by Annabel 

Jelley.  
 
2.3 The Business Team, led by Annabel Jelley includes all Growth Hub staff. Tim 

Frenneaux is responsible for the Emerging Policy team which includes Grow 
Yorkshire, the Local Energy Strategy and the Circular Economy. All these 
areas of work report into the Business Board. 

 
2.4 The Business Board has approved 2019-20 Delivery Plans for ‘Business’ and 

‘Emerging Policy’ and these are included within a separate paper.  
 
2.5 Business/Skills and Wider LEP Communications 

There has been a significant upswing in media coverage of cross-LEP 

campaigns after a number of planned campaigns. An example of this is a 

recent Apprenticeship campaign. We worked with partners to develop key 

messages for employers on apprenticeships and these were coordinated into 

a series of films featuring local businesses. The films were launched at a 

showcasing event at Archbishop Holgate’s School in York which was also 

promoting careers guidance in schools and picked up enthusiastically by the 

media.  This activity created a campaign pack which was sent to all the local 

authorities for use across the area.  
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3.0 Growth Hub 
 
3.1 A great deal of work has been undertaken in this area in the last two months. 

These include; 
 

 Investigating and diagnosing issues with How’s Business website to 
understand why traffic had dropped off and why people who did log on 
couldn’t find what they were looking for 

 New server and developer sourced to rectify fundamental problems with 
the software running the website 

 Updating content and removing old content that was no longer relevant 

 New focus for the website on ‘trusted and impartial support’ and simpler 
front page designed to enable people to access content more quickly 

 Chat bot introduced to help people find support 

 Comprehensive marketing plan to raise awareness of How’s Business 
including radio campaign, Facebook campaign, heightened 
communications on new content such as Brexit toolkit and 
Apprenticeships toolkit, short video featuring local businesses on what 
the Growth Hub is, aligned coms campaigns with wider LEP e.g. 
Apprenticeship week, bringing in external marketing experts to drive 
traffic to the website. 

 Training of new Business Relationship Advisors to ensure that the offer 
is consistent and adds value to the existing offer from Local Authorities. 

 Recruited new member of staff to deliver telephone support 

 Team members linked directly with business support projects to ensure 
that delivery partners have a clear line of communication into the LEP 

 Bringing together all members of the team to deliver a full offer to 
businesses including the small and micro, business networks, large 
businesses and inward investment 

 
3.2 We can already see that these actions are having a beneficial effect with 

numbers increasing significantly. Traffic to the website has increased and in 
the last two months we have increased the How’s Business outputs from 1362 
at the end of Dec 2018 to 3711 at the end of February 2019.  We have moved 
all outputs significantly in an upward direction as set out in the table below.  

 
3.3 Face to face business supports require 12 hours of contact time which means 

that they take longer and require intense support from Business Relationship 
Managers. It is unlikely, despite the efforts described above that this target will 
be achieved by the end of March. 

 
3.4 A new telephone support advisor started on 4 March. It is expected that this 

additional resource will help the figures to rise further in March.  
 
3.5 In summary, the new team dynamic, concerted actions to address 

underperformance and change in emphasis has brought rewards which we 
expect to see continue in 2019-20. 
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Growth Hub Outputs  
2018-19 

Target 
by Mar 
2019 

Cumulative 
total to end 
Dec 2018 

Cumulative 
total to end 
Feb 2019 

Face to face business 
support (intensive support) 

100 31 47 

Telephone support 
(medium intensity) 

700 394 492 

Visits to How’s Business 
(light touch support) 

3000 1362 3711 

  
3.6  Business Engagement Forum 

 
In response to a need to have greater communication between the LEP and 
businesses on a strategic level, the Business Board has decided to form a 
Business Engagement Forum. This will be a group of 12-15 key business 
intermediary bodies such as the Federation of Small Business, Chamber of 
Commerce and Yorkshire Food and Farming Network which will form a 
sounding board and consultation vehicle for the LEP.  
 
 

4.0 Emerging Policy 

4.1 Work continues apace with Grow Yorkshire, Local Energy Strategy and the 

Circular Economy. Key activities are set out below. 

 

 The Local Energy Strategy has been refined following the Business 
Board’s comments. The strategy was submitted to BEIS on the 28th 
February. An Executive Summary is included at Appendix A. 

 Katie Privett will start in May to focus on the implementation of our Local 
Energy Strategy.  

 Following the Business Board’s suggestion, we are establishing a small 
sub-group to provide strategic guidance to the implementation of the 
Local Energy Strategy. The first meeting will be in May.  

 Appropriate representatives have been convened from LAs in our area 
to map out the requirements for electric vehicle charging infrastructure 
across the geography and to support LAs to take advantage of available 
funding opportunities.  

 Work has been on going with Leeds City Region LEP to develop a list of 
joint opportunities in relation to our energy strategies.  

 A Grow Yorkshire stakeholder workshop took place in early March to 
shape the campaign and bring partners together.  Grow Yorkshire aims 
to support agriculture post brexit to mitigate future changes to the 
Common Agriculture Policy. Given the uncertainty around UKs ecit, the 
launch, planned for late March has been temporarily postponed and a 
new date will be agreed at the Grow Yorkshire steering group on 20 
March. 

 A Circular Economy Strategy has been drafted and will be discussed at 
the next Business Board meeting in March.   

 Katie Thomas presented the circular economy work to date and future 

plans to Leeds City Region’s Green Economy Panel (GEP), receiving 

positive feedback particularly around our collaborative approach. 
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5.0 Business Performance Summary 

 

Business 

Growth Hub Face to Face Support  
47/100 delivered, team in place, training on 
going 
 

 

Telephone Support  
492/700 
Progress made but unlikely to hit target by end 
March 
 

 

Online Support 
3711/3000 
Target hit.  
 

 

ERDF 100% ESIF either committed or with open calls 
with an option of a further call in Spring 2019. 
Working with LCR to align calls. 
Original Agriskills call rejected but now out 
again for procurement  

 

Bio economy Growth 
Fund* 

£0 invested. A significant pipeline investment 
was rejected by the Business Board on 11th 
March. Current pipeline solely includes £220k of 
match funding for ERDF bid.  

 

Growth Businesses £800k Leadership & Management project now 
moving forward and likely to start in April/May  

 

Energy Local Energy Strategy submitted to Government  

Food & Farming Grow Yorkshire continues to gain support with 
workshop in early March and launch planned for 
29 March. 

 

Large Companies Working closely with Leeds to align activity.  

 

* Following the rejection of the sole remaining external bid to the Bioeconomy 

Growth Fund (BGF) the funds previously allocated to the BGF will be re-prioritised to 

support other LEP capital investments. A stronger understanding of the public 

interventions needed to support the sector will form part of the Local Industrial 

Strategy development work. 

 

6.0 Skills 

 

6.1 The Skills and Employability Board has signed off the Delivery Plan for 2019-

20. Whilst it is predominantly an iteration of the 2018-19 Delivery Plan, there 

are some new priority areas and changes of emphasis. These include; 

 

 Shift towards championing ‘technical and STEM skills’ rather than 

Apprenticeships only. This is a result of the increasing need of these 
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skills by businesses and also to development of T levels which are in the 

pilot stage but will be rolled out over the coming years. 

 

 New focus on Workforce Strategy to include digital skills, leadership and 

management skills for small and micro businesses, maximising women’s 

potential in the workplace, ensuring rural businesses get access to 

training, supporting businesses to have an inclusive workforce and 

action to address ageing workforce. 

 

6.2 Performance on 2018-19 Delivery Plan continues to be strong. ESF projects 

in the main are performing well and where they are not, the SEB has 

overseen action to address issues.  

 

6.3 There has been a delay with some new ESF projects starting due to a backlog 

in DWP but this now seems to be easing. The ‘Specialist Skills’ project which 

covers four initiatives (‘Apprenticeship Hub’, ‘Support for the Ageing 

Workforce’, ‘Recruiting from the Wider Workforce’ and ‘Women in Digital and 

Construction’) will be launched in the spring.  

 

6.4 A new Skills Support for the Workforce contract delivered by Calderdale 

College will start on 1 April, as will a new NEET contract (delivered by 

NYBEP) and new Community Grants contract (delivered by Humber Learning 

Consortium).  

 

6.5 The £1.5m Women in the Workforce call closed in February. The LEP worked 

with potential delivery partners to pull together a viable partnership for this 

project and it is now in the appraisal process. It is hoped that it will be ready to 

launch in the autumn. 

 

6.6 Calls are being drawn up for the remaining c£6m of ESF funding.  

 

The LEP has secured £75K for a Skills Advisory Panel. This will enable the 

LEP to produce a tailored skills evidence base and inform the LIS. 

 

6.7 Skills Performance Summary 

Investment Programmes Careers & Enterprise 
60 Schools signed up and Careers Hub 
launched 

 

ESF 
Stakeholder relations excellent and on track to 
fully commit all ESF funding. 

 

Skills Capital 
Projects on track. Construction centre at 
Scarborough TEC complete and soon to open. 

 

Social Inclusion 
2836 people supported & 

Support employment form untapped workforce: 
Women in workforce call closed Feb 2019 

 

Build skills of long term unemployed  
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28 Community Led Local 
Development Projects 

ESF projects working well with new contracts 
due to start in April 
 
 

Stronger communities 
Extra funding allocated to Big Lottery co-
investment 

 

Young People 
 
 
 

Improve Careers Guidance 
35 schools in Careers Hub with more intensive 
support to achieve Gatsby Benchmarks 

 

Connect vulnerable young people to 
opportunities 
Not In Employment Education or Training 
(NEET) numbers low, therefore project working 
with Pre NEETS as a preventative measure 

 

Apprenticeships 
New team member now in place to lead this 
area 

 

Workforce Skills 
2730 people supported 
856 businesses 
supported 
87 diverse skills initiatives 

Target workforce issues including gender & 
diversity 
Construction skills event held with Industry 
attracting 60 delegates 

 

Increase productivity through workforce skills 
Workforce strategy being developed and due 
March 2019.  

 

Data & Intelligence Skills evidence base for LIS planned in 
alignment with LCR 

 

Strategy Impactful stakeholder engagement  
allocated £75k by government for a Skills 
Advisory Panel 

 

 

 
Recommendations:  The LEP Board are asked to:-Note the changes and progress 
on performance. 
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Appendix A – Local Energy Strategy Executive Summary 

 

This strategy is intended to provide a clear pathway towards a low carbon economy, ensuring 

that the area is well-positioned to realise the economic, environmental and social benefits 

from the transition.  

Why do we need to move towards a low carbon economy? 

With a growing evidence base around the impacts from climate change, there is increasing 

urgency to transition towards a low carbon economy. The 2015 Paris Agreement set a global 

precedent for reducing carbon emissions, with 195 countries committing to keep the global 

temperature rise below two degrees. The recent IPCC Special Report on Global Warming of 

1.5⁰C evidences the increased climate related risks to health, livelihoods, food security, water 

supply, human security, and economic growth associated with an increase in global warming 

of 1.5⁰C and beyond. 1 With 12 years to ensure that we keep temperature increase within 

1.5⁰C before climate catastrophe, we need a global response, pooling collective local effort 

to achieve the scale of action required. 

Our ambition 

The UK has been an international leader in climate change policy, passing the Climate Change 

Act in 2008 which commits the UK to an 80% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions below 

1990 levels by 2050. As the UK government seeks to decouple economic growth from carbon 

emissions, creating a thriving low carbon economy within York, North Yorkshire and East 

Riding presents an immense economic opportunity. With nationally significant energy assets, 

growing low carbon technology sectors and a strong scientific innovation base, the low carbon 

energy transition has the potential to deliver substantial economic growth, job creation and 

export opportunities across the area.  

 

To achieve this, the strategy is designed to guide the decision making and stimulate the 

actions of the LEP and our partners, delivering the following strategic outcomes: 

1. Attract and secure investment for the low carbon transition. 

2. Enable organisations, communities and businesses to maximise their contribution to, 

and realise the benefits from, a low carbon economy. 

3. Provide the strategic drive and economic rationale to shape the development of our 

Local Industrial Strategy.  

4. Support increasing collaboration and joint working at a Yorkshire and Northern 

Powerhouse level.   

                                                           
1 IPCC (2018) Special Report on Global Warming of 1.5⁰C (SR15)  

Our vision: 

A resilient low carbon economy, where solutions to address the climate crisis are implemented to 

make our area a better place to live and create a more competitive economy. 
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Our Strategic Framework 

Working with local partners and using the findings from research commissioned, we have 

developed a robust strategic framework to achieve our low carbon vision. This is built upon 

four key elements: (1) place-based strategic priorities; (2) high-impact low carbon energy 

technologies; (3) designing circular systems; and (4) cross-cutting strategic enablers.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Place-based strategic priorities 

We want to capitalise on our unique strengths, 

ensuring the strategy is the right fit for the area and 

reflects our distinctiveness. This includes building 

on our historic legacy in the energy sector and 

resource intensive industries, our strength in the 

bioeconomy and the rurality of the region.  

 

High-impact low carbon energy technologies  

We’ve prioritised low carbon energy technologies 

that can provide maximum impact in terms of 

deliverable carbon savings and economic benefits. 

These include energy efficiency, electric and hybrid 

vehicles, renewable heat pumps, anaerobic 

digestion and biomass for heat.  

 
Circular systems 

Substantial reductions in carbon emissions and 

meeting the UK’s carbon targets will not be realised 

by ‘technology fixes’ alone. We are committed to 

applying circular economy principles to bridge this 

gap. In practical terms, this means reducing use of 

finite virgin materials, reducing waste, and 

designing products to last longer.  

 

Cross-cutting strategic enablers 

 

The successful implementation of low carbon 

solutions requires systems change. We need to 

strengthen local supply chains, develop skills, build 

infrastructure, secure investment and drive policy 

changes to enable the transition to a low carbon 

economy.   

 

Strategic Framework for a Resilient Low Carbon Economy 
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Our Plan 

Collaboration is key to moving our strategy from ambition to action. We will achieve far more 

by working together; local authorities, communities, businesses and other organisations all 

have a role to play. We’ve worked with partners to identify a series of projects to achieve our 

strategic place-based priorities. These range from district heat networks to sustainably 

powering agricultural vehicles to community energy projects. In addition, we have also 

identified a series of actions to enable these projects and other low carbon opportunities to 

be realised. We need to strengthen local supply chains, develop infrastructure, secure 

investment, grow the skills base, develop knowledge and innovation, build awareness and 

change behaviour, and influence policy to achieve substantial carbon savings and economic 

benefits. Considering these elements ensures a truly systemic approach to moving towards a 

low carbon economy, taking into account the necessary requirements to both enable and 

catalyse systems change.  

Key Next Steps 

1. Co-creating work plans: To ensure the effective delivery of our strategy, we will be 

working collaboratively with stakeholders to develop detailed work plans for the 

outlined pipeline of projects and actions associated with our strategic cross-cutting 

enablers. Whilst the implementation of the strategy will be led by the LEP, we intend 

to provide the necessary support to empower partners to lead on ambitious projects 

and scale their impact.  

2. Co-designing a performance monitoring framework: We will develop a series of 

environmental, economic and social metrics and indicators to measure the impact of 

projects and activities. This will form part of a performance monitoring framework to 

measure our overall progress in moving towards a low carbon economy, including 

strengthening of our enabling capabilities (e.g., skills, infrastructure and investment). 

Summary of key projects to achieve our place-based strategic objectives 
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3.  Ensuring low carbon is a cross-cutting priority: We will ensure that the strategic 

priorities appropriately feed into our Local Industrial Strategy and other relevant 

policy documents to ensure that accelerating the shift towards a low carbon 

economy is a cross-cutting priority across LEP activities and our influence. 
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ITEM    
York North Yorkshire & East Riding 

Local Enterprise Partnership 

 

LEP BOARD 

 
MEETING DATE:    22 March 2019 
REPORT PRESENTED BY:   Andrew Leeming  
TITLE OF PAPER:   Infrastructure Update 
 
1.0 Local Growth Funding Update 
 
1.1 This report summarises the current position and progress regarding the Infrastructure 

projects within the York, North Yorkshire and East Riding Local Growth Fund. 
 
1.3 The following sets out the current programme level performance 
 
1.3 Headlines: 
 

1.3.1 LGF Total Value is £123.9m to be delivered by end of March 2021. 
1.3.2 £122.9m has been approved and/or contracted so far. 
1.3.3 Forecast LGF spend by end of 2018/19 is £87.6m. Whilst slightly behind 

expected profile at this stage, the programme remains on track to be fully 
spent by end of March 2021.  

1.3.4 Contracted outputs exceed the YNYER Growth Deal target and will deliver 
14746 jobs (Growth Deal target 11000) and 9542 homes (Growth Deal 
target 5000). Whilst current actual delivered outputs for jobs and homes is 
low, this is not uncommon in a large capital programme. 

1.3.5 In addition to the approved projects, there is a pipeline is £17.6m of projects, 
these are all at differing stages and are currently under review. This will be 
reported to the June Infrastructure Board. 
 

 
1.4 The key delivery risks are: 

 
1.4.1 Actual spend is currently lower than expected for this stage in the 

Programme. By the end 2018/19 with two years of the Programme 
remaining there is estimated delivery spend of a further £43m. This therefore 
relies on current approved projects delivering to time and budget and a 
strong developed pipeline of reserve projects.  

1.4.2 A range of approved projects that have conditional offers but not yet 
contracted. There still remains a number of outstanding approved projects 
that still have not agreed final funding contracts. These are all currently 
under review and it is proposed that a deadline of the June Board is set to 
report back on their progress and reconsider any potential reallocations. 

1.4.3 Some large high risk projects could dramatically affect delivery of the whole 
Programme. These include the Harrogate York Rail Line, Skipton 
employment and housing programme, Northallerton central development, 
and York Central Enterprise Zone. These will be closely monitored through 
the Performance Group and this Board. 
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1.5 Programme Summary 

 
 

 
 
 
1.6 Annex A provides project level data  
 
 
2.0 Housing Investment Plan 
2.1 Working in partnership with all YNYER Local Authorities, the LEP and the YNYER 

Housing Board submitted a Housing Investment Plan to Homes England (HE). 

2.2 There were three priorities in the proposal – MOD Sites, Off Site Manufacturing and 
Rural Affordable Housing. 

2.3 MOD Sites   
Homes England have just announced an MOU with MOD, with Ripon Barracks being 
one of the first sites. There is an appetite to do more which presents opportunities for 
YNYER, however the relationship with MOD is new and there is a need to prove the 
model with MOD first. HE are committed to working with us ongoing – proving the 
model with Ripon and then developing further. A big attraction for HE is the potential 
scale and longevity of these proposals and also for the potential new settlements. 
Therefore HE are keen to look beyond MOD sites and consider the wider new 
settlement opportunities in the patch (e.g Pollington, Green Hammerton etc). This 
demonstrates a real commitment for long term new homes to be built. 

 

Contracted and 
Completed, 

£20,070,909.00
, 16%

Contracted, 
£77,316,655.00

, 62%

Approved, 
£25,595,011.00

, 21%

LGF remaining, 
£930,563.00, 

1%

Local Growth Fund - £123m current status
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Action 1: Meeting with YNYER politicians in c.6 months to explore major new 
settlement opportunities incl. MOD 

  
2.4 Off-Site Manufacturing 

scale is key here and actually HE want to co-ordinate across the North of England so 
they can deliver significant numbers. Packaging 2000+ homes is key to developing 
viability. So again, they will work with us but our scale alone isn’t big enough. 

 
Action 2: HE to co-ordinate across Northern Powerhouse to create a major package 

  
2.5 Rural Affordability  

This is the big one where there is the real viability gap. HE believe existing structures 
can already support what we want and have committed to working with us locally to 
prove (or disprove) it.  
HE are interested in the NYCC package of c.20 sites and 150 homes and want to 
meet to explore this more. They also suggest a similar packaging of non NYCC sites 
to do similar.  
This primary issue is a lack of evidence of bids going in and being unsuccessful. 
There is a commitment to do this over the next 3 months and to meet again with Tom 
from Homes England and our Senior Politicians to test whether this has worked and 
to then look at future ambitions. This will be the acid test. 
Action 3: HE to meet with NYCC to consider package of c.20 sites and 150 homes in 
rural areas 
Action 4: YNYER to co-ordinate a wider partnership of rural sites across numerous 
partners to explore a packaging deal with HE. 

  
2.6 In summary, HE are very supportive of the YNYER proposition but believe the 

existing structures can deliver some of it and would like to be even more ambitious 
around some of the major sites and new settlements 

 
2.7 Success will be; 
  

•       Ongoing packaging of small rural sites to secure funding for rural affordable 
housing  

•       A Northern Powerhouse Modern Methods of Construction Package 
•       A strategic relationship around new settlements including MOD. 

 
2.8 A senior meeting with local politicians in 6 months will test progress against this 
 
Recommendations: 
To accept the report as the current position regarding delivery of the Local Growth 
Fund and note progress on a housing investment plan 
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ITEM  
      

York North Yorkshire & East Riding 

Local Enterprise Partnership 

 

 

BOARD MEETING:   22 March 2019 

REPORT PRESENTED BY:  James Farrar 

TITLE OF PAPER:  2019/20 DELIVERY PLAN 

 

1.0 Purpose of the Report 
1.1 This report summarises the YNYER LEP Delivery Plan and budget for 2019/20 

2.0 Delivery Plans 
2.1  2019/20 will be a critical year for delivery. The Local Growth Fund runs upto March 

2021, however in practical terms any action to mitigate project delays will need to be 
approved and contracted in 2019/20 to enable the investment to be realised. 

2.2 With the proposed merge with Leeds City Region due to take place in March 2020, it 
is essential across our services we retain strong delivery as we lead into the 
transition. 

2.3  An additional workstream will be developed should the merge be approved. 

2.4  The table below summarises the delivery plans. A more detailed Plan that sits 
 beneath these summaries have been submitted and approved by the Business, Skills 
& Employability and Infrastructure Boards.  

 

Business Support 

Growth Businesses 75 High Intensity Business Supports 

700 Medium Intensity Business Supports 

2000 Light Touch Business Supports 

ESIF Funding contracted and delivering 

Fledgling, Small and Micro 

Business Support 

ESIF Funding contracted and delivering 

How’s Business Website content developed and 

updated 

Strengthened relations with Business Networks & 

partners 

Large Business Support Inward Investment Offer and support for large 

businesses in place 

Support programme for larger SME’s in place 
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Business Policy 

Develop Policy & Priorities Low Carbon – Local Energy Strategy with action plan 

and investment opportunities. 

Low Carbon ESIF project developed 

Circular Economy framework developed together with 

action plan. 

Developing delivery 

mechanisms for 

established policy 

Food & Farming – Launch Grow Yorkshire to support 

food & farming  

Farm Business Advice secured through ESIF 

Industry steering group 

Bioeconomy support BioYork proposal 

 

Skills & Employability 

Skills Capital Deliver out existing skills capital projects and manage 

calls for new projects 

Social Inclusion Support employers to recruit from the wider workforce 

through ESIF  programme and Social Inclusion 

Strategy Group 

Build the skills, attitude and ambition to help people 

access jobs through ESIF Skills Support for 

Unemployment and Move Forward 

Empowering community based organisations to help 

isolated and economically excluded people through 

ESIF Action toward Employment, Community Grants 

and Community Led Local Development 

Young People Improve Careers Guidance in Schools, Colleges and 

Universities through Careers Hub, Careers & 

Enterprise Programme and Careers Strategy Group 

Ensure vulnerable young people are connected to 

opportunities through ESIF funded programme 

Champion technical skills as a careers route including 

STEM, T-levels and apprenticeships through ESIF 

funded programmes 
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Workforce Roll out a workforce development plan 

Develop a plan to increase productivity by improving 

workforce skills 

 

Infrastructure 

Investment Programmes & 

Delivery 

Local Growth Fund fully contracted and approved 

reserve pipeline in place. 

Growing Places invested 

LEADER fully delivered 

York Central Enterprise Zone on track 

Major Housing Site Delivery in partnership with Y&NY 

Housing Board 

Future Opportunities - 

Placemaking 

City of York & Future of Market Towns Plan 

Housing & Major Sites Investment Plan 

Rural & Coastal Plans 

Spatial Framework & Strategic Development Zones 

developed 

Future Mobility Digital Plan developed 

Transport Strategy in place 

 

3.0 Budget 
3.1 The table below summarises the operating budget for 2019/20. 

3.2 It should be noted LEPs which are achieving compliance with the LEP Review 
receive an additional £200k revenue to support transition in 2019/20. 

3.3 We have retained the underspend for 2018/19 within the revenue stream for 2019/20 

to support additional transition costs, the development of the Local Industrial Strategy 

and  to strengthen the Local Growth Fund pipeline. 

3.4 We are proposing to utilise  £294k from reserves within the year
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Recommendation 

3.1  The LEP Board are asked to support the delivery plans and budget for 2019/20. 

 

 

 



 

 
ITEM  9  
York North Yorkshire & East Riding 

Local Enterprise Partnership 

 

LEP BOARD 

 
MEETING DATE:    22 March 2019 
REPORT PRESENTED BY:   James Farrar  
TITLE OF PAPER:   LEP Merge Update 

 

1. Purpose of this report 
 
1.1 To update the LEP Board on the work of the Transition Subgroup (TSG) in 

implementing Government’s recommendations for Strengthened Local 
Enterprise Partnerships in advance of the creation of a new LEP. There is a 
separate report on changes to the Assurance Framework as a result of 
Government recommendations, including the requirement for a LEP Delivery 
Plan.  

 
2. Information 
 
2.1 At the previous meeting Board Members received an update on the 

establishment of a Transition Subgroup (TSG), made up of members from 
both YNYER LEP and LCR LEP. The purpose of this group is to make 
recommendations to both LEP Boards about the working arrangements for a 
proposed new LEP to cover North and West Yorkshire, to be operational from 
April 2020.  
 

2.2 The TSG are not yet in a position to make firm recommendations on the 
merger/creation of a new LEP. Positive progress has been made but more 
needs to happen to enable final recommendations on the creation of a new 
LEP. Discussions are ongoing on the following major issues: 

 Accountable Body. 

 Legal Personality. 

 Decision-making structures. 

 LEP Secretariat and support functions. 
 
Principles and Culture of a New LEP 
 

2.3 The TSG are clear that we are seeking to do something unprecedented – to 
create a new LEP in place of two, covering a large and diverse economy, 
geography, population and business base. The ambition to create a new LEP 
which is better than the existing LEPs, by learning from the best practice in 
each organisation and harnessing the diverse business and social makeup as 
a driver of innovation, is challenging. 
 



2.4 There are risks in creating a new LEP covering such a broad area. The two 
current LEPs also have different cultures which have been developed over 
time to reflect the differing needs of their regions. TSG members agree that 
this needs to be recognised and that the creation of a new LEP must take the 
best of both. 
 

2.5 To make this successful the vision and culture of the new LEP is important. 
This includes addressing the following: 

 How do we create ownership with our businesses and communities 

 How do we ensure we are local to all areas 

 How will we build partnerships across the whole area 

 What are the values of the new LEP 

 What behaviours will we demonstrate 

 How do we approach strategy development 

 How will we demonstrate independence  
 

It is also important that a new LEP: 

 Looks and feels new. 

 Has business at its heart 

 Displays independence and avoids conflicts of interest. 

 Makes decisions at an appropriate level. 
 

Local Industrial Strategy 
 
2.6 There is a separate report on the development of a Local Industrial Strategy 

(LIS) which covers the new proposed LEP areas of West and North Yorkshire.  
 

2.7 The development of the LIS is an example of where good progress has been 
made in advance of the establishment of a new LEP.   
 

2.8 The process of developing a joint LIS will be fundamental to setting out the 
approach and activity of the new LEP. Priority is being given to genuinely 
reflecting the distinctive places and ensuring local engagement and 
ownership. This does create a challenge in ensuring engagement on such a 
testing development timescale, this is being addressed through a robust 
project plan. 

 
Economic Services (Business Support and Skills Delivery) 

 
2.9 There has been good progress made in discussing how the economic 

services functions of both LEPs can serve the diverse areas and communities 
of the new LEP. There is a real opportunity to provide an extensive service 
that works for all across the new area.  
 

2.10 It has been discussed that in the creation of a new LEP there should be a 
minimum core offer developed for all businesses, with signposts to other more 
specific and relevant support.  
 



2.11 In the meantime, LCR and YNYER will work together to maximise joint call 
opportunities in ERDF and ESF funding.  
 

2.12 It is worth noting that LCR are already supporting YNYER around Inward 
Investment, including the YNYER lead within their training and development 
programme and the Growth Hub business advisers have deliberately been 
developed to ensure they do not overlap on geographies. 
 

Existing Projects and Programmes 
 
2.13 Discussions on how to manage existing projects and programmes have been 

positive. It is proposed that an approach which avoids unnecessary 
complication is adopted in the creation of a new LEP. This would mean that: 

 Existing programmes are managed out through existing Accountable 
Bodies with no contract novation unless circumstances require it in the 
future, which is considered unlikely. As a consequence North Yorkshire 
County Council will retain Accountable Body status for YNYER legacy 
projects, City of York Council will retain Accountable Body Status for 
York Central Enterprise Zone and West Yorkshire Combined Authority 
will retain Accountable Body status for all LCR legacy projects.  

 Programme over-commitment is down to individual LEPs with the risk 
retained by their existing Accountable Bodies. 

 There is no expectation that over-commitments can simply be passed 
onto future Shared Prosperity Funding or similar. 

 Existing Loan Fund treatment, Enterprise Zones income, and Growing 
Places Fund treatment continues, with money to be reinvested within the 
region it originates. Meaning existing programmes and returns on 
investments will be ring-fenced. 

 
2.14 It should be noted that future schemes will have different geographies within 

the geographical area of the new LEP. This is no different to how both LEPs 
operate at the moment.  

 
 
3. Recommendations 
 
3.1 That the LEP Board note the report and that further advice and 

recommendations on the establishment of a new LEP will follow at a later 
meeting.  
 

 
 



ITEM    
York North Yorkshire & East Riding 

Local Enterprise Partnership 

 

LEP BOARD 

 
MEETING DATE:    22 March 2019 
REPORT PRESENTED BY:   James Farrar  
TITLE OF PAPER:   Local Industrial Strategy 

 
1. Purpose of this report 
 
1.1 To update the LEP Board on progress to develop a Local Industrial Strategy 

(LIS) for the proposed new LEP geography, which encompasses the areas of 
North and West Yorkshire. 

 
2. Background 
 
2.1 Initial work to establish a Local Industrial Strategy for York, North Yorkshire 

and the East Riding began late in 2017. This took the form of Thinkpieces 
commissioned from senior partners and thought leaders in the region.  

 
2.2 Guidance in the form of a policy prospectus on Local Industrial Strategies was 

subsequently published by Government in early October 20181. The guidance 
highlights that agreeing a LIS will be a necessary condition for LEPs and 
Mayoral Combined Authorities to draw down any future Local Growth Funding 
(or Shared Prosperity Funding). The prospectus also states that Local 
Industrial Strategies should remain strategic documents and not contain any 
proposals that require new funding or have spending implications outside of 
existing budgets available to local areas. 

 
2.3 The policy prospectus articulates that LISs should set out clearly defined 

objectives to increase the productivity of the local economy. So that all places: 

 Are able to increase productivity and realise their potential, building on 
well-evidenced and distinctive strengths aligned to the national Industrial 
Strategy. 

 Set out spatial impacts of national and local policy across cities, towns and 
rural areas, informing priorities and choices and demonstrating how they 
will allow all communities to contribute to, and benefit from, economic 
prosperity. This is being seen as increasingly important due to the 
government’s focus on areas that have been left behind. 

 
2.4 Following the LEP Review (September 2018) and the plans to establish a new 

LEP encompassing the areas of West and North Yorkshire, work has 
progressed on developing a joint Local Industrial Strategy covering the new 
geography of North and West Yorkshire.  

 

                                                           
1 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/local-industrial-strategies-policy-prospectus  

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/local-industrial-strategies-policy-prospectus


2.6 Timescales for the development of the LIS are tight, as Government has 
confirmed a deadline of December 2019 for a final version, which would then 
be signed off by Government by March 2020.  
 

2.7 The LIS will be co-produced with Government. Its ultimate endorsement by 
Government will mean it is a local expression of Government policy. This makes 
it a particularly powerful and influential strategy that will have an impact on future 
decisions about the region, for instance with regard to funding. 

 
3.  Process 
 
3.1 Government guidance is clear on the need for LISs to be underpinned by 

robust evidence which draws out relative strengths and weaknesses, with an 
emphasis on productivity. 

 
3.2  A strong evidence base is in development, led by the Economic Intelligence 

Team in WYCA, and jointly funded and steered by officers from both LEPs. 
This will be brought together into a full economic analysis, which will support 
the development of policy priorities. 

 
3.2 A broad call for evidence is currently live, to allow stakeholders to help inform 

the development of the LIS. Interested parties are encouraged to submit 
evidence before 31 March 2019. http://www.the-lep.com/about/projects/local-
industrial-strategy/  

 
3.3 A second, more focused call for evidence will also be launched in April to 

delve into key areas, based on more specific policy questions. It is anticipated 
that this stage will help identify key priorities, which can be further 
developed/tested over the coming months to ensure that the LIS is reflective of 
local places and sectors.  

 
3.4 Additional work has been commissioned where there is a gap in the existing 

knowledge base and a more intensive examination of the issues is required to 
address gaps in intelligence and determine areas of distinctiveness across the 
new geography. External consultancy and support has been commissioned to 
develop more detailed evidence around: 

 Productivity review: greater analysis of productivity performance across 
the City Regions, including analysis of sectors that have significant levels 
of low productivity firms.  

 Supply chain analysis: identifying areas where there are opportunities to 
improve processes and develop new opportunities for businesses. 

 Understanding innovation in the region: culture, capacity and potential for 
innovation across our business base.  

 Sector/cluster deep dive: health-tech and clean tech to understand tech 
strengths and cluster opportunities. 

 Inclusive Growth: understanding approaches across the new geography 
and working towards a set of indicators in the context of the LIS. 

 
 

http://www.the-lep.com/about/projects/local-industrial-strategy/
http://www.the-lep.com/about/projects/local-industrial-strategy/


3.5 The initial economic analysis, and associated commissions will be complete in 
April 2019. Further detailed work may follow. The final data report will be 
produced in July 2019. 

 
3.6 Consultation and engagement with a wide range of partners, stakeholders and 

individuals is planned to ensure the LIS encompasses the needs and 
distinctiveness of the new region. The initial stage of this is to undertake a 
stakeholder mapping exercise in March to fully understand key communication 
channels across the new geography. 

 
3.7 An independent expert panel is being developed to provide expert challenge 

and advice, and critical review of the evidence base and subsequent policy 
priorities. Members of the panel will be drawn from academia, business, the 
public sector (including large employers such as the NHS), and the voluntary 
and community sector. Invitations will be sent this week from both LEP chairs. 
The panel will meet for its inaugural meeting in April 2019, with meetings 
scheduled throughout the development process. 

 
3.8 In addition engagement will take place with LEP Board Panels, businesses, 

universities, local authorities and community and citizen groups to best 
understand their priorities and the role that the new LEP can play in meeting 
these. This engagement will commence in earnest from May, with a range of 
methodologies being explored including online consultation, social media, 
workshops and roundtables, and place-based community engagement events. 

 
3.9 To reflect the scale and long-term ambition of the LIS, we will also seek to 

engage with young people on their views and input into shaping our proposals 
through significant youth engagement. 

 
3.10  Engagement and co-production with a range of Government departments will 

be undertaken throughout the development process to ensure that the LIS is 
completed and submitted to Government in December 2019. 

 

4. Recommendations 
 
4.1 That the LEP Board notes progress made and endorses the proposed way 

forward on development of the evidence base and Strategy. 
 
Appendices 
 
Appendix A: LIS Project Plan 



Local Industrial Strategy Development Project Plan - v2. March 2019

Dec-18 Jan-19 Feb-19

4th 11th 18th 25th 1st 8th 15th 22nd 29th 6th 13th 20th 27th 3rd 10th 17th 24th 1st 8th 15th 22nd 29th 5th 12th 19th 26th 2nd 9th 16th 23rd 30th 7th 14th 21st 28th 4th 11th 18th 25th 2nd 9th 16th 23rd

Develop briefs for LIS

Share with partners

Tender process

Inputs from district partners

Outputs/ evidence James H

Economic assessment 

produced James H

Economic Geography analysis James H

1st call for evidence out James H 31st

Analysis of 1st C4E responses James H

Develop questions for 2nd C4E Emma/Tim/Jo

2nd call for evidence out Emma/Tim

Analysis of 2nd C4E responses James H

Populate slides for 

townhalls/briefings James H

Productivity review - external 

commission James H

Innovation review - external 

commission Sarah

Supply chain mapping, intial 

phase - NP11 commission Jo

Inclusive growth - BEIS funded 

commission James H

Clean growth audit Jacqui

Health Tech audit Jo

Expert Panel recruited Jo

Expert Panel meet Jo 1st

Grand challenges workshop 

with local Universities Jo/Sarah 30th

Synthesis report produced James H

Identify additional data 

requirements James H
Additional data complete James H

What works analysis ?

LIS steering group/decision 

making milestone Emma/Tim

Establish Places/geographies Emma/Tim/Sarah

Draft initial policy proposals 

and priorities Emma/Tim/Sarah

Policy development workshops Sarah 6th 2nd

Progress statement 1 drafted Sarah/Emma/Tim

Progress statement 2 drafted Sarah/Emma/Tim

Consultation questions drafted Emma/Tim

Slidedeck template for 

townhalls/briefings Emma/Tim

Developing and testing policy 

proposals and priorities

Draft final  policy proposals and 

priorities

Development of overarching 

success measures and impact 

framework Patrick/Emma

Development of an evaluation 

framework Patrick/Emma
Development of high level 

delivery framework Emma

Draft LIS

Strategic narratives / plans on 

a page

Development of Digital platform 

to host 
Final LIS

Stakeholder mapping Rachael 14th

Policy Managers

Delivery teams

SLT Emma/Tim 1st LCR

General internal 

comms/engagement Rachael

Heads of Economic 

Development/Economic 

Development Officers

Heads of Policy/Directors of 

Development

Leaders

CEXs

LCR LEP Board Emma 23rd 26th 6th tbc tbc tbc tbc tbc

YNY LEP Board Tim 25th 22nd 17th 5th 20th 22nd

BIG (LCR) Sarah/Emma 26th 28th tbc tbc tbc

Business Board (YNY) Tim

ESP (LCR) Emma 28th 30th tbc tbc tbc

Skills Board (YNY) Tim/Annabel 7th 11th 6th 18th 12th 14th

GEP (LCR) Jacqui 29th 9th

Infr/Joint Assets Board (YNY) Tim

IGPP Panel (LCR) Emma 1st 9th tbc tbc tbc

Transport Committee (WY) Emma

BCG (LCR) Rachael/Emma 5th 18th 12th

LGNYY Tim

CA (WY) Emma 14th 25th 27th tbc tbc tbc tbc

Young peoples panel 

established

Engagement with young 

people's panel

YourVoice consultation

Townhall events & Business 

breakfasts/briefings

UKRI event in Leeds ??

Social media

Workshops with CLG/BEIS Emma 28th

Workshop with Andrew 

Batterbee Alan 4th

Data session with BEIS James

Support from DCMS Emma Call 1st

LIS Masterclasses All 13th 21st 25th & 27th3rd
LIS telekits All 11th

Progress statement comms

Call for evidence comms

Consultation comms

Launch comms
Synthesis report comms

Working groups

Steering Group 21st 18th 18th 15th 13th 17th 15th 19th 16th 14th 18th 16th 
Transition subgroup Alan 18th 5th 5th

?????

??????

Key

Research and Intelligence

Communications

Policy

external commissions

Workstream 2d - LIS Sign Off

External engagement

Workstream 3a -  Comms

Workstream 2c - Governance

Co-production with Government

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Workshops will be ongoing 

throughout the development, 

other session TBD.

Workstream 2a - Impact and Outcomes

Workstream 2b - Final output/s

Workstream 3 -  Engagement and consultation

District Partners

Boards and Panels

Internal 

Workstream 1 - Evidence base

Notes/Updates

Workstream 2 - Policy Development

Aug-19 Sep-19 Oct-19 Nov-19 Dec-19

Week commencing Lead Officers

Mar-19 Apr-19 May-19 Jun-19 Jul-19


